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Revolutionary Reputations

 How are reputations established?

 By Contemporaries

 By Later Historians

 What are the bias of these sources?

 Political

 Veneration

 Contemporary Issues

 How did gender influence these sources and biases?



Understanding Reputations

 Put your selves in the position of a contemporary

 Be skeptical, inquisitive

 Question accuracy of sources (both primary and secondary)

 Start with primary sources, but also be skeptical

 Avoid using today’s lens to interpret history



Changes in Reputation

Tarnished
Israel Putnam

Venerated/shared
John and Molly Stark

Burnished
Ethan Allen



Ethan Allen and 
the Green Mountain Boys

 In the 1760’s and 70’s, the Royal New 
Hampshire Governor granted land to 
settlers that really was part of New York

 Ethan Allen became the protector of 
those with New Hampshire Grants 
against eviction by New York authorities

 Formed a vigilante group called the 
Green Mountain Boys which employed 
non-lethal but brutal means to keep out 
the Yorkers

 Became famous for “the Gods of the 
Valley are not the Gods of the Hills”



Ethan Allen and the 
Capture of Ft. Ticonderoga

 Captured the weakly defended 

“Gibraltar of North America”

 In joint command with 

Benedict Arnold

 The British gave up without 

a fight

 The Green Mountain Boys 

raided the forts liquor supply 

and went on a long binge



Allen captured!

 Green Mountain Boys joins the Continental Army but 

Ethan Allen is not voted by the Boys to be their leader

 Recklessly tries to capture Montreal with a small force in 

advance of the main Continental Army and is captured

 Writes a narrative of his captivity which becomes the 

second most printed book after Common Sense



Allen’s Traitorous Negotiations

 When the Continental Congress won’t recognize Vermont 

as an independent state, Allen and several followers open 

negotiations with the British to rejoin the Empire

 Yorktown happens and negotiations fizzle

 Later historians have explained away these negotiations as 

a way to protect Vermont from British invasion.



19th Century Historians

US Capitol – Statuary Hall Vermont State Capitol



Frances “Fanny” Montresor 
Buchanan Allen Penniman

 Ethan Allen’s second wife 

– also her second marriage

 From a noted loyalist 

family 

 Painted by noted John 

Singleton Copley 

(1738-1815)



Vermonter’s Commemoration
Mt. Ethan Allen



Israel Putnam



Pre-Revolution Reputation:
A Legendary Fighter 

 Wolf Story

 French and Indian War

 Indian capture and survival

 Rogers’ Rangers

 Successful farmer/tavern owner in rural Connecticut

 Local militia leader



A Mixed Revolutionary Reputation

 Early and intensely loyal Patriot

 Named as 1 of 4 Major Generals to serve under Washington

 Never won a battle

 Bunker Hill

 Long Island

 Hudson Highlands

 Always under manned and resourced

 Not popular with fellow officers but respected by the rank 
and file



Israel’s Putnam’s Wives and Family

 Hannah Pope

 Married 1739, died 1765

 10 children

 Deborah Gardiner

 Married 1767, third 

marriage

 Wealthy, socially 

prominent

 11 children, none with 

Israel Putnam

Hannah Pope 

and daughter 

grave marker

Sign from inn 

operated by Israel 

and Deborah Putnam



Legacy

 Suffered a stroke in 1779 which ended his military career

 Henry Dearborn attempted to denigrate Putnam to gain 
advantage in the 1818 Massachusetts gubernatorial election

 Subsequent historians painted Putnam as incompetent and a 
poor general

 However, contemporaries had a different view

 Place names in nine states

 Prominent statues and grave marker in CT State Capitol



John Stark

 Born and raised on the New 
Hampshire frontier

 Legendary capture by Abenaki 
warriors as a young man

 Refused to run the gauntlet by 
wrestling a stick from the first 
warrior and beating him with it

 Adopted in the tribe to take the place 
of a fallen warrior

 Eventually ransomed by the colonial 
government and returned to NH



French and Indian War Experiences

 Served as an officer under the famed Major Robert 

Rogers in the Roger’s Rangers

 Fought in many close quarters and small unit battles

 Refused to join the Rangers in an attack on the Abenaki 

village of St. Francis due to the presence of his foster 

parents 

 Returned to NH with a solid warrior reputation



Revolutionary War Service

 Saved the Patriot forces from certain destruction at the Battle 

of Bunker Hill

 Fortified the left flank of Breed’s Hill

 Placed a stick in the ground as a marker of when to fire at the 

approaching British

 Repulsed the British 3 times, forcing them to try a direct assault 

on Breed’s Hill

 Led a regiment at the Battles of Trenton and Princeton

 Resigned when Enoch Poor was promoted over him to general. 

Poor had refused an order to join the battle at Bunker Hill.



Battle of Bennington

 Returned to the aid of 

Patriots, but would not 

serve under the command 

of the Continental Army

 A brilliant 4 part assault 

plan

 “We beat them before night 

or Molly Stark’s a widow”



After the Revolution

 A true “Cincinnatus” who returned to his NH farm

 Retired from public life

 In 1809, he was too old to travel to the annual 

commemoration of the Battle of Bennington, so he 

penned a letter which became NH’s motto:

“Live Free or Die”
 And ended with “Death is not the worst of all Evils.”



Stark Mountain, Fayston, Vermont



Molly Stark

 Married John Stark on 

leave during the French 

and Indian War

 Together they had 11 

children

 Molly known to have been 

more social than John



Revolutionary War Contributions

 Only Continental Army general’s wife to have taken an 

active role in the war

 Opened home as a hospital to wounded soldiers

 Nursed her husband’s troops during a small pox epidemic



Molly Stark’s Legacy

 Cannon captured at Bennington named Molly Stark or 

“Old Molly”

 Names after her in 4 states

 Molly Stark Trail (route used by her husband to go to the 

Battle of Bennington)

 Schools, streets, hospitals, roads

 Lakes, mountains, parks



Molly Stark’s Balcony



Impact of Gender on the 
Revolutionary Reputations

 Manly virtue

 Manly freedom

 Economic

 Political

 Independence vs. self-restraint

 Family vs. civil responsibility 

 Exercise Rights vs. defer to leaders



Revolutionary Reputations

 19th Century distortions – Allen

 Maligning motives – Putnam

 Creating heroes – the Starks


